For the final project, we want to combine two established techniques of text deblurring and flutter shutter to enhance images of text.

1 Motivation

The following scene from *National Treasure: Book of Secrets*, in which Nicholas Cage uses a traffic cam to take an image of a wooden plank with secret writing, shows the need for high quality motion deblurring of text: https://youtu.be/PbaKSNNoG_w?t=112.

Additionally, motion blur is common in handheld cellphone photos, especially if they are taken from moving vehicles, like trains and subways. People take pictures of signs and maps containing text, both for their own keepsake and for applications like text-to-speech for the visually impaired. Being able to extract clear photos of text are helpful for relaying information to all.

2 Related Work

Flutter shutter [1] is a technique for deblurring images due to motion. Instead of being open for the entire exposure image, the shutter “flutters” nonuniformly between open and closed, resulting in an image with a “coded blur.” From there, the point spread function can be used to deblur the image using traditional methods, such as deconvolution and linear methods. Further work [2] extends flutter-shutter to include super-resolution and enhances the image size using linear methods, showing that other imaging techniques can be combined with flutter-shutter.

Much work has been done to achieve high-resolution text images from low-resolution or blurry inputs. Mancas-Thillou and Mirmehdi [3] give an overview of existing techniques focusing on superresolution. Many of the discussion points on deblurring algorithms (Maximum Likelihood, IBP, POCS, MAP) and the use of priors (Tikhonov, TV) are relevant to flutter shutter tasks as well as superresolution. More advanced priors exist as well, such as a Markov Random Field informed by example images [4]. Even without the Markov model the idea of searching a set of generated blurred/sharp image pairs for matching shapes is applicable to flutter shutter images with a complicated point-spread function.

3 Project Overview

We want to combine two established techniques of text deblurring and flutter shutter to enhance images of text. Focusing on text allows us to use a very specific prior since we know the region is broken into regions of solid color with well-defined boundaries. Both techniques are impressive separately, and we are curious to see how much improvement we can get by combining them. We
particularly interested in seeing whether flutter shutter gives a significant increase in image quality and text readability, given that text presents a simpler scene than typical real-world scenes.

4 Milestones: Timelines and Goals

1. Read papers to decide on which priors to use for text deblurring
2. Acquire or simulate flutter shuttered images (we would like recommendations on the best approach for this)
3. Implement text deblurring with priors using motion-blurred images
4. Implement flutter shutter motion deblurring with no text-specific priors
5. Combine flutter shutter deblurring with text priors
6. Compare text clarity of 4 approaches:
   (a) Regular deconvolution
   (b) With flutter shutter deblur, without text prior
   (c) Without flutter shutter deblur, with text prior
   (d) With flutter shutter deblur, with text prior
7. Bonus: capture flutter shuttered images using a real camera
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